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ABSTRACT 
We prove an identity for symmetric bilinear forms, and give a simple geometric 
interpretation. 
INTRODUCTION 
We first prove an identity for symmetric bilinear forms. This identity has a 
simple geometric interpretation, which will be given in Proposition 2. 
1. ALGEBRAIC RESULT 
PROPOSITION 1. Let V be a 2dimensional vector space over a field F of 
characteristic # 2. Let f be a symmetric bilinear fm on V x V, and 
C = {a E V: f(a, a) = 1). Then the identity 
f(a,, a2 - a3)ftaoIa3 - a,)[1 - f(a,,az>l 
+ f(ao,a3-a,)f(a0,a~-a2)[l-f(a2~a3)l 
+ f(a,,a,-a,)f(a,,a,-a,)[l-f(a,;a,)l 
+ [l -f(a,,a,)][l-f(a,,a,)l[l-f(a,,a,)l =O (1) 
holds for any four points a,, aI. a2, a3 on C. 
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Proof. Since F has characteristic # 2, we can choose a basis {e,, es} of 
V such that f(e,,e,)= a, f(e,,e,)=j?, and f(e,,e,)= f(e,,e,)= 0. Of 
course we may assume that (Y, p are not both 0 (for otherwise f is identically 
zero and C = 0 ). Let us assume that (Y # 0. If (Y = y2 for some y E F, then 
{ y-ie,, e2} is a basis of V and f(y-‘e,, y-‘e,)= 1. If no y E F satisfies 
a = y 2, we can work with an algebraic extension F ’ of F such that (Y = y2 for 
some y E F ‘, and embed V into a 2dimensional vector space V ’ over F ’ so 
that {y-‘e,,e,} is a basis of V’. Then we can extend f to a symmetric 
bilinear form f’ on V’XV’ by taking f’(y-le,,yP’e,)=l, f’(e,,e,)=P, 
and f ‘( y - ‘e,, e2) = f ‘(e,, y - ‘el ) = 0. Thus we can always reduce the general 
case to the case (Y = 1. In other words, we may and shall assume that V has a 
basis { e,, e2 } such that 
f(e,, el> = 1, f(e2, e2) = P2 f(e,,e,> = f(e,, e,) = 0. (2) 
Consider now an arbitrarily fixed a, = raei + yoe2 E C. Denote by T, the 
linear transformation on V defined by 
T,(xe, + ye,) = (x0x + PyoY)el + ( - Yox -i w)e2. 
Since ~0” + py,” = f(a,, a,)= 1, we have 
= (x0” + py(f)(xx’+ pyy’) = xx’+ Pyy’, 
i.e., f(T,,a,T&‘)= f(u,u’) for all u=xe,+ye, and u’=x’e,+y’e, inV. As 
the determinant of T, is ~0” + fly,” = 1, T, is nonsingular. Thus T, is in the 
orthogonal group O(f) of f. Since T,(u,) = el E C, it follows that the 
orthogonal group O(f) acts transitively on C. Because of this transitivity, it 
suffices to prove the identity (1) in the case a, = e,. In this case, if we write 
a, = xiel + yie2 (i = 1,2,3), (1) becomes 
(x2 - x3)(x3 - x1>(1- XIX2 -PY1Y2) 
+(x3 - x1)(x1 - x2)(1 - x2x3 - PY2Y3) 
+ (Xl - x2)(x2 - x3)(1 - x3x1 -PYsY1) 
+ Cl- x1x2 - PYlYB)(l- x2x3 - PY,Y,)(l - x3x1 - PYSYl) = 0. (3) 
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Hence it remains to prove (3) under the assumption 
x~+j3y,2=1 (i = 1,2,3). 
The left side of (3) may be written as S, + S, + S, + S, with 
After simplification, we find 
s,=l-(x,2+x;+x;)+( x:x; + xix; + x;xg - x;x;x; 
=(l-x,2)(1-x;)(l-x;), 
S, = - PY1Y2(1- x32)(1 - X$2> - PY2Ys(l- x1”)@- r2r3) 
- PYsY1(1- x,2)(1 - %X1)* 
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(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
In view of (4), we obtain S, + S, = 0 from (9), (6), and S, + S, = 0 from (lo), 
(8). The identity (3) is thus verified under the assumption (4). This completes 
the proof. H 
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2. GEOMETRIC INTERPRETATION 
Proposition 1 has a simple geometric interpretation from which the writer 
was originally led to the identity (1). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let V be a 2dimensional vector space over a field F of 
characteristic # 2. Let f be a symmetric bilinear form on V x V, and 
C = {a E V: f(a, a) = l}. Let a,, aI, a2, a3 be four points on C such that 
f(a,,az)# 1, f(a,,a,)# 1, and f(a,,a,)# 1. Let b,, b,, b, be three points 
in V such that each of the triples {b,, a2, a,}, {b,, a3, a,}, and {b,, a,, a,} 
is collinear. If 
f(a, - b,, a2 - a3) = 0, (11) 
f(ao - b,,a, - al> = 0, (12) 
f(a, - b,, a, - a2) = 0, (13) 
then b,, b,, b, are collinear. 
As f(al - a2. a, - az)= 2[1- f( a,,a,)J, the condition f(a,,a,)f 1 in 
the hypothesis of Proposition 2 is equivalent to f( a 1 - a 2, a 1 - a 2) # 0. 
In the case when F is the field of real numbers and f is given by 
f(xe,+ ye,, x’e,+ y’e,)= xx’+ yy’(where {e,,e,} is a basis of the 2dimen- 
sional real vector space), Proposition 2 becomes a result in elementary 
geometry discovered in 1797 by WiUiam Wallace [l, p. 411, and the line 
passing through b,, b,, b, is known as the Simson line [l, p. 411 or Wallace 
line [2, p. 1831. The author wishes to thank the referee for calling his 
attention to the reference [l], which is more accessible than [2]. 
Proof. By hypothesis, we can write 
b, = t,a, + (1 - t,)a,, 
b, = &a, + (1- &)a,, 
b, = t3a, + (I- t,)a,, 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
where the scalars t,, tz, t3 are determined respectively by the conditions (ll), 
(12), (13). We have 
s.+l 
ti = -L-- 
2 
(i = 1,2,3) (17) 
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with 
s =f( ‘eJ, a2 - 03) 1 1 - f(U,,Q) ’ 
fb,dG--al) 
s2= l- f(u,,u,) ' 
f(%, %-a,) 
s3= 1-f(u,,u,) * 
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(18) 
09) 
(20) 
Applying the identity (l), we get 
s1s2 + s2s3 + S-J81 + 1= 0, (21) 
which combined with (17) gives 
t,t,t,=(t,-1)(t,-1)&-l). (22) 
If t, = 1, then (22) implies t2t3 = 0. If t, = 1 and t, = 0, then b, = a 2, 
b, = a,. If t, = 1 and t, = 0, then b, = b, = a2. In either case, b,, b,, b, are 
clearly collinear. We may therefore assume that all ti # 1. Then (22) implies 
that all ti # 0. Take 
b=(t,-Nt,-l), A,= t,t,, A, = a, - l), ca 
which are all f 0. By (22) we have 
x,-t A,+ x,=0 
We have also 
A,b, + A,b, + X,b, = 0. 
Indeed, 
(24) 
(25) 
X,b, + X,b, + X,b, = [X,(1 - t2)+ A.$,] a, 
+[h3(1-t3)+Xltl]a2+[[Al(1-tl)+hztz]a,; 
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the coefficients of a 1, a 2 are clearly 0, and the coefficient of a3 is 0 again by 
(22). This proves that b,, b,, b, are collinear. W 
3. ANOTHER FORMULATION 
In the above proof of Proposition 2, we first apply identity (1) to obtain 
(21), and then rewrite (21) in the form of (22). This suggests another 
formulation of identity (1). 
PROPOSITION 3. Under the hypothesis of Proposition 1, the identity 
f(U” + Ul,U, - U,)f(U, + a27 a2 - U,)f(UO + (137 a3--4 
=f(U,-Ua,,U,-U,)f(U,--a,+-Ua,)f(U,-Ua,,U,--a,) (26) 
holds for any four points uO, a,, u2, u3 on C. 
Proof. Let 
u1=f(q+2-a3), 
ff2=f(u”,a3-4, 
u3 = f(%U, - u2) 
and 
U,=l- f(U2,U3)=$f(UgsU3,U2-U3), 
1)s = l- f(U3,Ul) = if@, - Ul,U3 - a,), 
u3 = 1- f(ul, u2) = if(u, - u2,u1- Us). 
Then identity (1) becomes 
U,U,U,+ U2U3V,+ U3U,U2+ 2112)203=0, 
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so we have 
(u1+ d(% + %A(% + 03) = (u1- q>b2 - %)(U_j - 03). (27) 
On the other hand. since 
and f(u,+u,,u,-u3)=0, we have 
u,+c,=f(u,+u,,u,-u3), 
~l-~l=f(~,-a,,a,-a,), 
Using these two relations and similar formulas for u2 + u2, ug + 03, we see 
that (27) is precisely the desired identity (26). n 
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